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Shenzhen Hongcai Testing Technology Co.,LTD (Referred to as HCT) is one of the 
renowned professional third party testing laboratories that is accredited by China 
National Accreditation Service for Conformity Assessment (CNAS) and China 
Metrology Accreditation(CMA) for testing on consumer and industrial products. 
The laboratory hardware of HCT are established according to the CNAS, and 
managed under the ISO/IEC17025:2005. HCT, identified by National high- tech 
enterprises, has offices in Dongguan, Huizhou, Foshan, Suzhou, and a branch in 
Chongqing. Implementing professional management, marketable orientation, 
Commercial service and international development, HCT can provide customers 
with precise and professional test reports and services related to technical 
consulting in various fields, such as electrical and electric products, chemical 
products, food contact materials, footwear, clothing textile, toys and environmental 
monitoring. 

 

Statement: This publication is 
only educational and does not 
replace any legal requirements or 
applicable rules. Information 
included in the publication will 
not be revised. HCT does not 
guarantee that the content 
contained in the publication 
without any errors or will meet 
any particular performance or 
quality standards. If there is no 
consent of HCT in advance, please 
do not quote or refer any 
information contained in this 
publication. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13 June 2014, EU published Commission Decision 2014/350/EU on Official Journal of the European Union  

establishing the ecological criteria for the award of the EU Ecolabel for textile products. This decision replaced 

the Decision 2009/567/EC which expired on 30 June 2014. 

EU Ecolabel, came into existence in 1992, was in charged by EU Commission, the symbol of it is shown in Pic.1  
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EU commission updated the ecological criteria for the award of the EU Ecolabel 

for textile products 

Picture 1: Eco-label 

 

9 July 2009, EU Commission published COMMISSION DECISION 

2009/567/EC, which specified the raw materials that could be used in 

textiles, the limits of hazardous substances in textiles, the pollution 

restriction in fibre processing and the materials that could not be used 

in auxiliaries and finishing agents etc. 

The newest edition updated below requirements:  

1. Extend the scope of restricted products, 

including textile clothing and accessories, interior 

textiles and non-fibre parts consist in the 

products (such as zipper and button), but 

disposable products, wall to wall floor coverings 

and wall coverings are excluded, clothing, textiles 

and fibres containing electric equipment are also 

excluded. 

2. Restrict the use of hazardous substances: 

specially listed out the limit for the hazardous 

substances listed in REACH SVHCs, and pointed 

out the environmental criterion that should 

comply when processing textile production. 

In EU, it is not a mandatory provision to use 

ecolabel, but if textile and clothing producer  

want to use ecolabel they have to comply with 

Commission Decision 2014/350/EU which has 

requirements to the use of formaldehyde, SVHCs, SCCP, 

heavy metal and phthlates etc. 

The Ecolabel is backed by all EU Governments, and is a 

voluntary scheme. All the products that meet the  

requirements of ecolabel will be issued the ecolabel 

symbol which has the most comparable advantages for 

products because investigations show that 75% of the 

EU consumers are more likely to purchase the products 

with an ecolabel symbol. 

Enterprises should positively follow the update of 

ecolabel regulations, keep up with the newest 

information, and positively apply for the ecolabel 

symbol to promote product level to facilitate the 

exportation of the products. 


